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Fascists behind the Swedish mining
company
Active fascists are taking place in the Swedish listed mining development
company Wiking Mineral Board. The company's owner, Patrik Brinkmann
DRUFFEL-von Eglo stein, is a leading gure in Europe's radical right and live for
several years in Berlin.

DOMESTIC

The booming mining industry threatens the environment and various industries. Wiking Mineral,
with fascists behind the controls, is one of the players in the industry. From top to bottom: Daniel
Friberg, Görgen Edefors Michael Valtersson, Patrik Brinkmann von DRUFFELEgloffstein.
Photo: Frédéric Forsmark (natural picture), Wiking Mineral (portrait images)
It was in the middle of last week that the Swedish listed exploration and mining development
company Wiking Mineral AB announced that the company, with more than 1300 shareholders,
appointed new members of the Board. Among the members are now Sweden Democrats' former
Permanent Secretary in the Swedish Parliament Mikael Valtersson, and Daniel Friberg, who runs
the radical right publisher Arktos Media Ltd based in the UK.
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 Daniel Friberg and Patrik Brinkmann von DRUFFELEgloffstein are neofascists in the truest
sense. The latter is a leader in the socalled identitarian flow in Europe, says Mathias wag, a
journalist and expert on radical right movements.
Wiking Mineral not belong to any of the major mining exploration companies in Sweden. The
business is mainly concentrated in the areas of Skellefteå area, north Bergslagen, Dalarna and
Smaland.
In a press release on Monday says the Board of its intention to spin off exploration activities to a
subsidiary and allow Wiking Mineral become an investment company.
Patrik Brinkmann von DRUFFELEgloffstein is also president and founder of the company
Havilah Mining AB, which is also involved in mining exploration including Norrbotten. He also
formed the foundation Continent of Europe in 2004, where one of the objectives is to support
research on the European peoples ethnic roots. The Foundation has also published books on Islam
in which Muslims are portrayed as a threat to Europe.
Before he moved to Berlin in 2008, he was declared personal bankruptcy and, according to the
Swedish Tax a tax liability of just over 1.3 million.
But the tax liability is as Mikael Valtersson, spokesperson and newly elected to the Board, not
affecting Wiking Minerals work.
 It's his private business and nothing related to the Company's operations, says Mikael Valtersson
to the worker.
Michael Valtersson also says he does not believe that the new board has been elected because of
their political standing close to each other on many issues.
 There is no politically appointed board, rather it is enough that we all know each other a long
time, and I assume that the main owner finds us adequate reasons other than through politics. But
it is clear to the Board and shareholders should be able to cooperate well needed perhaps those of
us who are a little hardened when it is very windy in the media.
According to a statement from the organization Aktiespararnas voices kind evokes the now newly
elected Board of Wiking Mineral AB concern among shareholders. The then newly appointed
board members lack experience in both exploration industry as a former board works.
It has stormed around Patrik Brinkmann von DRUFFELEgloffsteins company earlier. As
recently as last summer jumped Moderates former Minister for Employment Sven Otto Littorin, the
Board of Directors. This after the newspaper Expressen repeatedly reported about Patrik
Brinkmann von DRUFFELEgloffsteins strong connections to the German radical right movement
in including Nationaldemokratische Partei Deuschlands, NPD, and the antiMuslim movement in
the country.
Patrik Brinkmann von DRUFFELEgloffsteins family now owns nearly 90 percent of the shares
in Wiking Mineral according to the financial newspaper realtid.se. In the same newspaper also
says the newly appointed Chairman of the Board Daniel Friberg he will feel as though the board
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now consists of a great team with complementary skills. He argues that in doing so there are
several opportunities for interesting and creative changes in the company in 2014 and beyond.
Daniel Friberg has long been an influential person in the Swedish fascist movement and the end of
the 1990s he was part of the circle around the neoNazi magazine Nordland and included the
editor of the journal Futures, published by the radical right grouping Options Media started by
Friberg yourself . 1998 Daniel Friberg was prosecuted for incitement to racial hatred for the content
of a number of Future, but was acquitted. He later founded the site motpol.nu.
 Daniel Friberg was one of those who gradually built up the movement for Black Poweryears, says
Mathias WAG.
The worker has tried to reach Patrik Brinkmann DRUFFELvon Egloffstein, however.
Footnote: The worker has after publishing has been in contact with Daniel Friberg, who is in
India. He denies involvement in Nordland, but admits that he has been involved in the journal
Future.

published November 22, 2013
Johan Apel Röstlund
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